LED Lighting by UFO
Changing the aesthetics with contemporary LED lighting

Why choose UFO?
UFO is a leading manufacturer and supplier of lighting systems
for internal and external applications, with more than 24 years’
experience in the industry.
Our ongoing commitment to investing in the latest technologies
has led us to develop a comprehensive collection of
contemporary LED lights that will effortlessly transform the look
and feel of any residential, architectural or retail application.
With their low power consumption and minimal maintenance
requirements, our energy efficient LED lights provide the ideal
solution for decorative illumination in new installations, or when
replacing traditional energy hungry halide lamps.
Each of our fittings have been designed and engineered to the
highest standard at our multi-million pound facility in the UK.
We use only the finest materials and state-of-the-art technology
to create durable, quality products that will add drama to any
lit environment.
Additionally, as our fittings conform to the one step binning
process you can be sure of colour consistency across the
complete range.
Flicking through this brochure should give you an insight into
the range of LED lights that are available from UFO. Once your
appetite has been whetted, please don’t hesitate to get in touch
to discuss your specific requirements in detail.
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Using our own CNC machinery we are
able to rapidly turn, mill, drill, tap and
bore the components that are needed
for our LED light fittings.

LD2 LED Downlight

LD1 LED Downlight
Technical Specifications

Our LD range of low glare recessed downlights use Cree LEDs to provide decorative
lighting throughout indoor settings. Each fitting features a discreet design to ensure
that your eyes are drawn to the items and areas being illuminated and not on the
downlights themselves.
The LD1, which is the first fitting in the range, comes with a choice of colour
temperatures, high colour rendition and narrow, medium and wide beam options
to suit varying requirements. Multiple methods of dimming are also available to
provide greater functionality and control over your luminaires. Whether you want to
gently wash a wall or highlight specific areas or niches, it is achievable with the LD1.
With an angular bezel of 40mm in diameter and a recess depth of 33mm, the
fitting can easily be installed in the shallowest of ceilings or other surfaces using the
built in spring clip mounting system.
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Technical Specifications

Light source 			

LED

Light source 			

LED

Colour temperature		
and CRI value		
			
			

2700K Hi CRI - warm white - 90CRI typical
3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 80CRI typical
6000K - cool white - 70CRI typical

Colour temperature		
and CRI value		
			
			

2700K Hi CRI - warm white - 90CRI typical
3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 80CRI typical
6000K - cool white - 70CRI typical

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) 3.0V (max.)

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) 3.0V (max.)

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

Typical luminous flux 		
			

2700k (85 lm), 3000k (100 lm),
4000k (122 lm), 6000k (130 lm)

Typical luminous flux 		
			

2700k (85 lm), 3000k (100 lm),
4000k (122 lm), 6000k (130 lm)

Beam angle options 		
			
			

Narrow - 13.5°
Medium - 19°
Wide - 28°

Beam angle options 		
			
			

Narrow - 13.5°
Medium - 19°
Wide - 28°

LED life 			

40,000 hours

LED life 			

40,000 hours

Material 			

Aluminium

Material 			

Aluminium

Finishes 			

Anodised, powder coated, painted, chromed

Finishes 			

Anodised, powder coated, painted, chromed

Ordering Codes
model type
UFO LD1

Ordering Codes

optics
13.5º

COLOUR TEMP

finishes

colour

13

2700ºK

19º

19

3000ºK

30

Powdercoat

PC

28º

28

4000ºK

40

Paint

PA

6000ºK

60

Chrome

CH

27

Anodised

AN

Black
White

model type

optics

finishes

colour

2700ºK

27

Anodised

AN

Black

WT Custom CU

19º

19

3000ºK

30

Powdercoat

PC

White

CU

28º

28

4000ºK

40

Paint

PA

6000ºK

60

Chrome

CH

Custom

Silver

SV

FOR CUSTOM COLOURS PLEASE STATE RAL CODE

UFO LD2

13.5º

COLOUR TEMP

13

BL

BL

Silver

SV

WT Custom CU
Custom

CU

FOR CUSTOM COLOURS PLEASE STATE RAL CODE

As with all of the downlights in this range, the LD2 uses a Cree LED to provide
decorative lighting in indoor environments including residential hallways, kitchens
and living rooms as well as several commercial environments.
It features a bezel spanning 48mm in diameter and a recess depth of 35.50mm,
making it slightly larger in stature than the LD1. Unlike its counterpart to the left,
this aluminium fitting comes with a flush bezel for those requiring an unobtrusive
transition between downlight and ceiling.
The LD2 is available with a choice of colour temperatures, beam angle options
and dimming functionality to provide greater control over your lighting.
It comes with a built in spring mounting system for easy and secure installation in
ceilings and other surfaces, and as with all of our LED fittings is available in a range
of finishes and colours.
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LD3 LED Downlight
Technical Specifications

The LD3 downlight utilises a Cree LED, but unlike the LD1 and LD2, it carries the
added benefit of being adjustable. The versatile fitting, which can tilt up to 27°,
comes with a choice of narrow, medium and wide beam options to allow you to
direct the light exactly where it is needed.
Available in a range of colour temperatures with a high colour rendition and
multiple methods of dimming, the aluminium fitting is ideally suited for indoor use
in residential and architectural sectors amongst others.
The downlight features a thin bezel of 54mm in diameter and can be supplied in
a range of finishes and colours to complement almost any décor. Featuring a spring
clip mounting system and narrow recess depth of 31mm, the LD3 can easily and
quickly be installed in the shallowest of spaces.

Light source 			

LED

Colour temperature		
and CRI value		
			
			

2700K Hi CRI - warm white - 90CRI typical
3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 80CRI typical
6000K - cool white - 70CRI typical

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) 3.0V (max.)

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

Typical luminous flux 		
			

2700k (85 lm), 3000k (100 lm),
4000k (122 lm), 6000k (130 lm)

Beam angle options 		
			
			

Narrow - 13.5°
Medium - 19°
Wide - 28°

LED life 			

40,000 hours

Material 			

Aluminium

Finishes 			

Anodised, powder coated, painted, chromed

Ordering Codes
model type
UFO LD3

optics
13.5º

COLOUR TEMP

finishes

colour

13

2700ºK

27

Anodised

AN

Black

19º

19

3000ºK

30

Powdercoat

PC

White

28º

28

4000ºK

40

Paint

PA

6000ºK

60

Chrome

CH

BL

Silver

SV

WT Custom CU
Custom

CU

FOR CUSTOM COLOURS PLEASE STATE RAL CODE
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In this image a member of our manual
machining department can be seen
inspecting a drilled component for
our LED lighting range.

MBL1 LED Fitting

LD5 Articulated LED Downlight
Technical Specifications

Supplied with a warm white or neutral white LED light and a CRI of >95 that
ensures colours are shown in their true light, the LD5 is particularly useful for
illuminating static objects within display cabinets and fixtures due to its
adjustable nature.
Integral to the front of the fitting is a slim snoot that can tilt up to 35°, allowing
you to focus a concentrated beam of light in almost any direction required, whilst
reducing glare from the LED.
In addition to be being installed in ceilings, the aluminium fitting is also suitable
for mounting in the base of display cabinets and projecting light upwards. It is
supplied with a back nut to allow for secure installation in a recess and can be
finished in a range of colours to match your display cabinet or décor requirements.

Technical Specifications

Light source 			

LED

Light source

LED

LED

LED

Colour temperature		
and CRI value		

3000K - warm white - 95CRI
4000K - neutral white - 95CRI

Colour temperature

3000K

4000K

6500K

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Voltage 			

2.75V (min.), 3.2V (typ.), 3.5V (max.)

Lux Levels
(measured with medium optic
at specified distances)

LED optical efficiency 		

66lm/W

0.5m - 320 Lux
1.0m - 85 Lux
1.5m - 40 Lux
2.0m - 20 Lux

0.5m - 350 Lux
1.0m - 100 Lux
1.5m - 50 Lux
2.0m - 23 Lux

0.5m - 500 Lux
1.0m - 150 Lux
1.5m - 66 Luxv
2.0m - 38 Lux

Typical luminous flux 		

3000k (82-104 lm), 4000k (89-112 lm)

Drive current

100mA

100mA

100mA

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

LED power

0.5W

0.5W

0.5W

CRI

95 (typical)

95 (typical)

70

Lumen output

82-104 lm

89-112 lm

104 lm

Mains supply voltage

100-240V AC, 47-63 Hz, 0.58A

PSU output

5V DC 4A or 5V DC 6A

Driver working current

1500mA per channel

Dimming

Optional dimming independant on each channel

Driver dimensions

54mm x 34mm x 21mm

Optics

16° / 23° / 36° / 61°

Material

Aluminium

Finishes

Anodised, powder coated, painted, chromed

Beam angle 			

23°

LED life 			

40,000 hours

Material 			

Aluminium

Finishes 			

Anodised, powder coated, painted, chromed

Securing method 		

Supplied with back nut. 34mm cut out required.

Ordering Codes

Ordering Codes
model type
UFO LD5

optics
23º

23

COLOUR TEMP
3000ºK
4000ºK

30
40

finishes
Anodised

model type

colour
AN

Powdercoat

PC

Paint

PA

Chrome

CH

Black
White

finishes

colour

30

Anodised

AN

Black

WT Custom CU

23º

23

4000ºK

40

Powdercoat

PC

White

CU

36º

36

6500ºK

65

Paint

PA

61º

61

Chrome

CH

Custom

SV

UFO MBL1

16º

COLOUR TEMP
3000ºK

Silver

FOR CUSTOM COLOURS PLEASE STATE RAL CODE
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optics
16

BL

BL

Silver

SV

WT Custom CU
Custom

CU

FOR CUSTOM COLOURS PLEASE STATE RAL CODE

The UFO MBL range of high performance fittings features a sleek design and the
latest magnetic articulation for 360° rotation.
With a bezel of 15mm in diameter and a body of 37.25mm in length, the surface
mountable MBL1 is the smaller of the two fittings in this range. It features a cleverly
designed magnetic ball joint that provides complete freedom of movement, allowing
the luminaire to be fully rotated and tilted to point the light in almost any direction.
Available with a choice of colour temperatures, high colour rendition, and a
selection of optics, the diminutive fitting provides contemporary, functional lighting
in any indoor environment.
The MBL1 is mains, local pot and 1-10v dimmable using a UFO approved dimmer
switch, and can be supplied in a choice of finishes and colours to suit all manner of
décor requirements.
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LMC1 LED Mini Crook

MBL2 LED Fitting
Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications

The MBL2, which is the larger of the two LED fittings in this range, features the
same magnetic articulation system as its sibling. The magnetic ball that is present
in the fitting provides complete freedom of movement so that the luminaire can
be rotated 360° and tilted to point the light exactly where it is needed most.
With a bezel spanning 25mm in diameter and a body of 42mm in length, a
choice of colour temperatures with high colour rendition and a selection of
optics, the fitting can be used to provide contemporary, functional lighting in any
environment. Whether you want to illuminate a display or highlight architectural
features, it is possible with this surface mountable fitting.
The MBL2 is mains, local pot and 1-10v dimmable using a UFO approved
dimmer switch, and can be supplied in a range of finishes and colours to suit
all décor requirements.
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Light source 			

LED

Light source 			

LED

Colour temperature		
and CRI value		
			
			

2700K Hi CRI - warm white - 90CRI typical
3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 80CRI typical
6000K - cool white - 70CRI typical

Colour temperature		
and CRI value		

3000K - warm white - 95CRI
4000K - neutral white - 95CRI

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Voltage 			

2.75V (min.), 3.2V (typ.), 3.5V (max.)

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) 3.0V (max.)

LED optical efficiency 		

66lm/W

Typical luminous flux 		
			

2700k (85 lm), 3000k (100 lm),
4000k (122 lm), 6000k (130 lm)

Typical luminous flux 		

3000k (82-104 lm), 4000k (89-112 lm)

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

LED life 			

40,000 hours

Beam angle options 		
			
			

Narrow - 13.5°
Medium - 19°
Wide - 28°

Material 			

Aluminium or stainless steel

Finishes 			

Anodised, powder coated, painted, chromed

LED life 			

Supplied with back nut. 22mm cut out required.

40,000 hours

Securing method 		

Material 			

Aluminium

Finishes 			

Anodised, powder coated, painted, chromed

Ordering Codes
model type
UFO MBL2

Ordering Codes

optics
13.5º
19º
28º

COLOUR TEMP

finishes

colour

model type

13

2700ºK

27

Anodised

AN

Black

BL

19

3000ºK

30

Powdercoat

PC

White

WT Custom CU

28

4000ºK

40

Paint

PA

6000ºK

60

Chrome

CH

Custom

Silver

SV

CU

FOR CUSTOM COLOURS PLEASE STATE RAL CODE

UFO LMC1

optics
None

NL

COLOUR TEMP

finishes

colour

3000ºK

30

Anodised

AN

Black

BL

4000ºK

40

Powdercoat

PC

White

WT Custom CU

Silver

SV

Paint

PA

Custom

CU

Chrome

CH

No Colour

NC

Stainless Steel SS

No Colour

NC

Stainless steel is natural finish

FOR CUSTOM COLOURS PLEASE STATE RAL CODE

LED and fibre optic is cleverly combined within the LMC1 to provide a heat
and UV free means of illuminating static objects. The minimalist device, which
has been designed with museums and retailers primarily in mind, can easily be
installed in display cases, or used as a small desk light in libraries and public
work spaces.
Internally glass fibre transports light from the LED in the base of the fitting up to
the angled opening at the end of the mini crook.
The LED light comes with a choice of colour
CROOK ANGLE (A)
CROOK length (b)
temperatures, a high CRI of 95 and dimming
45º
45
173mm
18
functionality when used with a UFO approved
dimmer switch. This allows you to adjust the
65
293mm
65º
30
intensity of the light to complement the objects
on display below.
The LMC1 is available in a choice of two heights
and crook angles to suit varying requirements,
and can be finished in a range of coatings and
custom sizes also available - contact us for details
colours to complement its surroundings.
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LP7 LED Paver
Technical Specifications
Light source 			

LED

Colour temperature		
and CRI value		

3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 75CRI typical

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) / 3.0V (max.)

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

Typical luminous flux 		

3000k (93 lm), 4000k (100 lm)

LED life 			

40,000 hours

Material 			

Aluminium

Finishes 			
			

Anodised, hard anodised, powder coated,
painted, chromed

Ordering Codes
model type
UFO LP7

A member of our assembly
department can be seen here
preparing the bonded lenses that
are used in our LED light fittings.

optics
None

NL

COLOUR TEMP
3000ºK

30

4000ºK

40

finishes

colour
AN

Black

BL

Silver

SV

Hard Anodised HA

Black

BL

Silver

SV

Powdercoat

PC

White

WT Custom CU

Paint

PA

Custom

CU

Chrome

CH

No Colour

NC

Anodised

FOR CUSTOM COLOURS PLEASE STATE RAL CODE

Pavers are an increasingly popular choice with designers, contractors and
homeowners who want to enhance the visual appeal and safety of indoor and
outdoor environments. Their robust and versatile nature means that they easily fulfil
a variety of design requirements, from dramatically illuminating archways, entrances
and columns, to providing functional marker lighting on walkways, driveways or stairs.
At just 35mm in diameter, the LP7 is one of the smaller LED pavers in our range.
It comes with a warm white or neutral white LED light and a frosted glass cover that
provides a soft wash of light across indoor and outdoor spaces. Multiple methods of
dimming are supported including 1-10v and mains dimming when used with a UFO
approved dimmer switch.
With a recess depth of 28.50mm the aluminium fitting can be installed in the
shallowest of spaces, and is available in a range of finishes and colours to match its
surrounding environment.
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LP3 LED Paver

LP4 LED Paver
Technical Specifications

As one of our large pavers, the LP4 is well placed for providing mood enhancing
lighting in indoor and outdoor environments. It is available with a warm white or
a neutral white LED light and a frosted glass cover that emits a soft wash of light
across an application. Whether being used to illuminate the walls of a hallway,
livingroom, garden or patio area, the paver subtly enhances the aesthetic appeal
of the area.
It can be specified with full dimming capabilities when used in conjunction with a
UFO approved dimmer switch. This allows you to adjust the intensity of the light to
complement the objects and areas on display.
With a flush bezel measuring 47mm in diameter and a recess depth of 38.50mm,
the aluminium fitting can be supplied in a range of finishes and colours to match its
surrounding environment.
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Technical Specifications

Light source 			

LED

Light source 			

LED

Colour temperature 		
and CRI value		

3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 75CRI typical

Colour temperature 		
and CRI value		

3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 75CRI typical

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) / 3.0V (max.)

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) / 3.0V (max.)

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

Typical luminous flux 		

3000k (93 lm), 4000k (100 lm)

Typical luminous flux 		

3000k (93 lm), 4000k (100 lm)

LED life 			

40,000 hours

Material 			

Aluminium

Optics 			
			

Narrow - 15°
Wide - 51°

Finishes 			
			

Anodised, hard anodised, powder coated,
painted, chromed

LED life 			

40,000 hours

Material 			

Aluminium

Finishes 			
			

Anodised, hard anodised, powder coated,
painted, chromed

Ordering Codes
model type
UFO LP4

Ordering Codes

optics
None

NL

COLOUR TEMP
3000ºK

30

4000ºK

40

finishes

colour

model type

AN

Black

BL

Silver

SV

Hard Anodised HA

Black

BL

Silver

SV

Powdercoat

PC

White

WT Custom CU

Paint

PA

Custom

Chrome

CH

No Colour

Anodised

optics

COLOUR TEMP

finishes

colour
AN

Black

BL

Silver

SV

Hard Anodised HA

Black

BL

Silver

SV

Powdercoat

PC

White

WT Custom CU

CU

Paint

PA

Custom

CU

NC

Chrome

CH

No Colour

NC

FOR CUSTOM COLOURS PLEASE STATE RAL CODE

UFO LP3

15º
51º

15

3000ºK

30

51

4000ºK

40

Anodised

FOR CUSTOM COLOURS PLEASE STATE RAL CODE

The LP3, which is identical in size and shape to the paver on the left, is designed
to be used in indoor and outdoor environments. Unlike its counterpart, this
paver features an internal lens that can be used to focus the light on areas and
objects requiring accentuating. It comes with a recessed dark cone that reduces
glare, making it a suitable choice for installation in areas where human footfall is
commonplace, such as pathways and stairwells.
Available with a warm white or neutral white LED light, the versatile fitting can be
specified with narrow or wide optics and dimming functionality to suit all manner
of lighting requirements.
Comprising of a flush bezel of 47mm in diameter and a recess depth of 38.50mm,
the aluminium fitting is available in a range of finishes and colours to tie in with its
surrounding environment.
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LP6 LED Paver
Technical Specifications

With an extended barrel measuring 47mm in length, the LP6 is the ideal fitting
for applications where a deep recess exists. Manufactured from either anodised
aluminium or 316 stainless steel for added durability, the paver is well suited for
indoor or outdoor environments where passing footfall is likely.
It comes with an internal lens for reduced glare, and can be specified with a
warm white or neutral white LED light and a choice of optics for a greater spread
of light. Dimming functionality is also supported with a UFO approved dimmer
module for added control over your luminaire.
The fitting can be finished in a range of coatings and colours to blend in with its
indoor or outdoor environment.

Light source 			

LED

Colour temperature		
and CRI value		

3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 75CRI typical

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) / 3.0V (max.)

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

Typical luminous flux 		

3000k (93 lm), 4000k (100 lm)

Optics 			
			

Narrow - 15°
Wide - 51°

LED life 			

40,000 hours

Material 			

316 stainless steel or aluminium

Finishes 			
			

Raw S/S, anodised, hard anodised, powder coated,
painted, chromed

Ordering Codes
model type
UFO LP6

optics

COLOUR TEMP

finishes

colour

15º

15

3000ºK

30

Anodised

AN

Black

BL

Silver

SV

51º

51

4000ºK

40

Hard Anodised

HA

Black

BL

Silver

SV

Powdercoat

PC

White

WT Custom CU

Paint

PA

Custom

CU

Chrome

CH

No Colour

NC

Stainless Steel SS

No Colour

NC

Stainless steel is natural finish
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In this image one of our CNC lathe
machines is fast at work milling a
stainless steel component for our
LED light fittings range.

LP1 LED Paver

LP5 LED Paver
Technical Specifications

At just 34mm in diameter and 27mm in length, the LP5 packs a punch as the
smallest of all of our pavers. Its compact stature means that the fitting can be
installed in the shallowest of recesses or when space is at a premium.
The LP5 is available with a choice of colour temperatures and narrow or
wide optics that allow you to direct the light where it is needed most. Dimming
functionality is also supported using a UFO approved dimmer switch to suit all
manner of lighting requirements.
Available in aluminium or 316 stainless steel for added durability, the paver
can be finished in a range of coatings and colours to blend in with its surrounding
indoor or outdoor environment.

Technical Specifications

Light source 			

LED

Light source 			

LED

Colour temperature		
and CRI value		

3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 75CRI typical

Colour temperature 		
and CRI value		

3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 75CRI typical

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) / 3.0V (max.)

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) / 3.0V (max.)

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

Typical luminous flux 		

3000k (93 lm), 4000k (100 lm)

Typical luminous flux 		

3000k (93 lm), 4000k (100 lm)

Optics 			
			

Narrow - 15°
Wide - 51°

Optics 			
			

Narrow - 15°
Wide - 51°

LED life 			

40,000 hours

LED life 			

40,000 hours

Material 			

316 stainless steel or aluminium

Material 			

316 stainless steel or aluminium

Finishes 			
			

Raw S/S, anodised, hard anodised, powder coated,
painted, chromed

Finishes 			

Natural stainless steel or hard anodised aluminium

Ordering Codes
model type
UFO LP5

optics
15º
51º

COLOUR TEMP

finishes

colour

15

3000ºK

30

Anodised

AN

Black

BL

Silver

SV

51

4000ºK

40

Hard Anodised

HA

Black

BL

Silver

SV

Powdercoat

PC

White

WT Custom CU

Paint

PA

Chrome

CH

Stainless Steel SS
Stainless steel is natural finish
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Custom
No Colour
No Colour

CU
NC
NC
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Ordering Codes
model type
UFO LP1

optics
15º
51º

COLOUR TEMP

finishes

colour

15

3000ºK

30

Hard Anodised

51

4000ºK

40

Stainless Steel SS

AN

Stainless steel is natural finish

Black

BL

Silver

No Colour

SV
NC

Available in 316 stainless steel and anodised aluminium, the LP1 paver is
designed to be used in outdoor applications. Its robust and durable stature means
that it is well placed for installation in wet areas and where human and vehicular
traffic is commonplace such as car parks, driveways and pool areas.
The large fitting comprises of a bezel measuring 50mm in diameter and a recess
depth of 39mm. It can be specified with a warm white or neutral white LED light
and a narrow or wide optic allowing for a choice of light spread. Multiple dimming
options are also supported with a UFO approved dimmer switch giving you
greater control over your lighting.
Internally, the LP1 contains a lens that allows you to focus the light where it is
needed most, and a recessed dark cone that reduces glare for applications where
walkover is expected.
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LB1 Articulated LED Fitting

LP2 LED Paver
Technical Specifications

The LP2, which is identical in size and shape to its counterpart the LP1, can be
supplied in 316 stainless steel or anodised aluminium. Designed to be installed
in outdoor applications, the large paver can be used to illuminate walkways,
fountains and architectural details including columns and residential decking,
amongst other things.
The internal lens, which appears in other pavers in this range, has been
replaced with a frosted glass cover to provide a soft wash of light across the area
or object being illuminated. The fitting comes with a warm white or neutral white
LED light and optional dimming functionality, for added control over your lighting.
It is available in a small selection of finishes and colours to suit varying
décor requirements.

Technical Specifications

Light source 			

LED

Light source			

LED

Colour temperature 		
and CRI value		

3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 75CRI typical

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) / 3.0V (max.)

Colour temperature		
and CRI value		
			
			

2700K Hi CRI - warm white - 90CRI typical
3000K - warm white - 80CRI typical
4000K - neutral white - 80CRI typical
6000K - cool white - 70CRI typical

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

Power consumption 		

1.12W per fitting, not inc. driver

Voltage 			

2.9V (min.) 3.0V (max.)

350mA constant 		
current driver options		
			
			

No dimming
1-10V dimming: (‘Giving’)
Local potentiometer dimming
Remote potentiometer dimming

Typical luminous flux 		
			

2700k (85 lm), 3000k (100 lm),
4000k (122 lm), 6000k (130 lm)

Beam angle options 		
			
			

Narrow - 13.5°
Medium - 19°
Wide - 28°

LED life 			

40,000 hours

Typical luminous flux 		

3000k (93 lm), 4000k (100 lm)

LED life 			

40,000 hours

Material 			

316 stainless steel or aluminium

Finishes 			

Natural stainless steel or hard anodised aluminium

Aluminium in a range of finishes or stainless steel

Finishes 			

Hard anodised, anodised, powder coated, painted, chromed

Ordering Codes
model type
UFO LB1

Ordering Codes
model type
UFO LP2

optics
None

NL

COLOUR TEMP

finishes

3000ºK

30

Hard Anodised

4000ºK

40

Stainless Steel SS

AN

Black

BL

Silver

No Colour

optics

SV
NC

COLOUR TEMP

finishes

colour

13.5º

13

2700ºK

27

Anodised

AN

Black

BL

Silver

SV

19º

19

3000ºK

30

Hard Anodised

HA

Black

BL

Silver

SV

28

4000ºK

40

Powdercoat

PC

White

WT Custom CU

6000ºK

60

28º

colour

Stainless steel is natural finish
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Materials 			

Paint

PA

Custom

CU

Chrome

CH

No Colour

NC

Stainless Steel SS

No Colour

NC

Stainless steel is natural finish

FOR CUSTOM COLOURS PLEASE STATE RAL CODE

As one of our more flexible LED fittings, the LB1 combines 360° rotation and
vertical articulation, to allow you to navigate the light stream in almost any
direction required. It is suitable for use in all manner of indoor and outdoor
applications, from the illumination of fountains and statues to commercial
facades and residential landscaping.
The versatile fitting can be manufactured in anodised aluminium or 316
stainless steel for added durability, and consists of a bezel of 33mm in diameter
and 69mm in length. It comes mounted on a screw down foot, but can also be
supplied with a spike to allow for easy installation in soft ground.
Available with a choice of colour temperatures and optics, the LB1 can be
specified with dimming functionality and finished in a range of coatings and
colours to suit varying requirements.
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What makes us different?
We design
All of our LED light fittings are designed in-house by our team of
highly skilled designers and engineers, who have the know-how and
expertise to create elegant light fittings that work efficiently and are
easy to maintain. When purchasing a luminaire from UFO, you can
be confident that you are investing in a product of the highest quality
and durability, which uses the best parts available.
We manufacture
We are extremely proud of the fact that we precision engineer our
own LED fittings at our manufacturing facility in the UK. With more
than £2.5 million worth of CAD/CAM and CNC milling and turning
technology on site, our fully trained engineers are able to set up and
run any production job. Not only does this ensure that we can fulfil
the largest of orders and specific requirements, but it also gives us a
competitive advantage over companies that source their products
from overseas.
We test
We know how important quality products are, that is why we
retain tight control over every stage of the manufacturing process.
Once assembled by hand, our products go through a rigorous testing
process, internally and independently, to ensure that they comply
with the most stringent of regulations and withstand the harshest
of conditions.
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This image shows a collection of UFO
manufactured components awaiting
assembly and also finishing in our inhouse paint and powder coating shop.

Universal Fibre Optics Ltd
Home Place
Coldstream
TD12 4DT
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0)1890 883416
F: +44 (0)1890 883062
Universal Fiber Optic Lighting LLC
6119A Clark Center Avenue
Sarasota
Florida 34238
T: 800 UFO 5554
941 343 8115
F: 941 296 7906
E: info@fibreopticlighting.com
W: www.fibreopticlighting.com
www.lightingformuseums.com

The cover image shows our
pavers dramatically illuminating
the archways in the grounds of
Abbotsford House, the former home
of Sir Walter Scott.

